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Abstract—The increase in video traffic and the end-user
demands for high-quality videos have triggered academia and
industry to find novel mechanisms for media distribution. Among
the available streaming services, HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS)
is being the de facto standard for multi-bitrate streaming.
Recent studies show that the bitrate adaptation of client-driven
HAS applications is challenging due to the fact that they are
based on locally taken decisions for adapting the quality of the
received video. Software-defined networking (SDN) has emerged
as a new network paradigm to provide centralised management.
The programmability and flexibility of SDN can be utilised to
enhance the delivery of video over the Internet. In this paper, we
present a novel and scalable network-assisted approach (denoted
BBGDASH) that identifies the boundary range of the requested
bitrate levels while preserving the final quality adaptation at
the client. Experimental results demonstrate the potential of the
proposed approach for delivering the video over SDN-enabled
networks.

Index Terms—SDN, QoE; DASH; Fairness; OpenFlow; Stabil-
ity; Adaptive Video Streaming; Streaming architecture; Bounded
Bitrate Guidance; Network-Assistance

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet video traffic has rapidly increased over the past

few years and it is anticipated to dominate future networks.

As reported in the Cisco Visual Networking Index [1], the

global IP video traffic will represent 82% of all consumer

Internet traffic by 2021, up from 73% in 2016. The increase

in video traffic and users’ demand for higher quality video has

triggered service providers (SPs) and mobile operators to find

novel solutions for bandwidth management and better ways of

resource utilisation on their existing network infrastructure for

optimising the quality of experience (QoE) experienced by the

end users. However, achieving a good QoE is a challenging

task due to the wide range of client patterns (i.e. devices’

and videos’ characteristics), and the variability of the network

conditions [2]. HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) protocol

is the dominant mechanism for video streaming and adopted

by most streaming services such as YouTube and Netflix. It

covers different implementations that have similar adaptation

principles, with Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

(DASH) [3] being one of the most popular ones.

In DASH, the video content is encoded into different bitrate

levels and segmented into small temporal chunks of typically 2

to 10 seconds. Furthermore, each video client is equipped with

an adaptive bitrate algorithm (ABR), which based on different

approaches and metrics to dynamically adapt the perceived

quality to the network conditions.

Despite the great benefits they bring, purely client-based

HAS solutions also face challenges relating to quality fluc-

tuations when they compete for a shared link [4]. The

first challenge can be raised from the mismatched ON/OFF

behaviour of the different players, which can lead to inaccurate

throughput prediction. Further, other QoE related metrics such

as the impact of the end-user device and the user context

are not considered within the ABR algorithms, which might

result in an unfair quality distribution among different users.

To overcome these issues, network and video providers must

exchange information and cooperate. Emerging technologies

such as the server and network assisted delivery (SAND) ar-

chitecture [5], offers standard signalling for network-to-client

and network-to-network communication of quality-relevant

information. This architecture allows the network elements to

apply the appropriate policies that match network condition

and user requirements. Software Defined Networking (SDN)

[6] is an emerging technology to deploy such architecture,

which provides centralised control for efficient and flexible

network management.

To overcome the mentioned issues, this paper presents

threefold contributions towards improving the perceived QoE

for video streaming. First, it introduces a novel guidance

mechanism (BBGDASH) that provides guidance to the client

without moving the whole control logic to an additional entity

nor relying purely on the client side decision. Second, we

implemented a network-assisted video streaming framework

that leverages the functionality of SDN to deploy BBGDASH.

Third, a use-case based evaluation has been conducted to

present the feasibility and the potential of the proposed ap-

proach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows, Section

II presents the related work. Section III introduces the SDN-

based architecture of BBGDASH. Section IV models the

system and presents the guidance algorithm for computing

the boundary bitrate levels for each DASH player. Section V

details the experimental setup. Then, the performance evalu-

ations of the proposed approach are outlined in Section VI.

Finally, Section VII concludes the paper with a summary of

the achievements and possible avenues for future research.
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II. RELATED WORK

The use of HAS for over-the-top (OTT) video services has

driven researchers for developing new adaptation approaches

that optimise the perceived QoE through dynamically adapting

the requested quality according to network conditions. Differ-

ent adaption approaches have presented in the literature [7].

The majority of these approaches are deployed at the end

client, which can be broadly classified into throughput-based,

buffer-based, and hybrid-based approach.

Throughput-based mechanisms such as [8] [9] rely on the

estimated throughput for adapting the quality of the next video

chunk. For example, in [8] the authors proposed a method that

compares the segment download time with segment playout

time in order to increase or decrease the video bitrate. Albeit,

this approach can reach the optimum level quickly, it cannot

provide a fair quality distribution between users. In order to

address this challenge, Jiang et al. [9], proposed FESTIVE,

which applies randomised chunk scheduling to avoid segments

overlapping between different players. FESTIVE improves

the fairness by 40%, stability by 50% and efficiency by

almost 10%, but it does not support QoE fairness among

heterogeneous competing DASH players in a shared network.

The Cross-Session Stateful Predictor (CS2P) [10] algorithm

also falls within the throughput-based category, employing

hidden Markov chains to predict the throughput; even though

this approach is easy to deploy, it may perform poorly under

unstable network conditions.

The buffer-based approaches in [11] and [12] depend only

on the buffer level to adapt the quality. In [11], authors

defined two thresholds, Bmin and Bmax and three level of the

buffer occupancy including B: reservoir (B < Bmin), upper

reservoir (B > Bmax) and cushion (Bmin < B < Bmax).

The client requests the lowest or the highest quality if the

occupancy of the buffer is in the reservoir or upper reservoir

range, respectively. In the Buffer Occupancy based approach

(BOLA) [12], the authors formulated the ABR decision as a

utility maximisation problem that includes the average video

bitrate and the rebuffering duration. Furthermore, Lyapunov

optimisation has been employed in BOLA to achieve online

control.

Another adaptation approach is the hybrid, which combines

both throughput estimation and buffer occupancy to adapt the

quality as in Probe AND Adapt (PANDA) [13], which mimics

the congestion control at the application layer. In PANDA,

the requested bitrate and the arrival time of the consecutive

subsequent segments are used to select the bitrate of the next

segment by taking into account the buffer occupancy to reduce

freezing. The evaluation results showed that PANDA could

reduce the quality instability by over 75% when compared

with other conventional algorithms [8]. A recent game theory-

based ABR (GTA) has presented by Bentaleb et al. [14]. GTA

leverages the game theory capabilities [15] and formulates the

ABR decisions problem as bargaining and consensus problem.

The proposed algorithm achieves a good performance where

it outperforms its competitors in the average QoE by 38.5%

and in quality stability by 62%.

Despite its success, the client-based adaptation approach

of HAS streaming may fail to provide a fair quality distri-

bution among heterogeneous users. As different users may

have different requirements in term of device screen size and

resolution, they should be treated in different ways. In order to

overcome such limitations, a large body of research focused on

network-based approaches [16] [17] [18] [19]. In [16], Mok

et al. deployed a proxy server approach (QDASH) between

the client and the server to measure the available bandwidth,

round-trip time and loss rate. Based on the measurement,

QDASH can guide the end user for the proper bitrate that

fits with the network conditions. However, this approach can

generate network overhead and cannot be deployed if the

traffic is encrypted.

Another research direction is based on a centralised ap-

proach (e.g. SDN) to optimise the received QoE and provide

a fair allocation among users. SDN provides a global view for

the whole network and flexible way to manage the network. On

top of that, introducing a standard signalling scheme such as

SAND, enables active cooperation between network elements.

Kleinrouweler et al. [17] proposed an SDN-based architecture

for DASH-aware streaming, with the SDN controller pro-

viding network and application level assistance. Performance

evaluation tests showed that the approach provides a stable

video delivery, but the available bandwidth is divided equally

among users, which can lead to unfair QoE, particularly in a

heterogeneous environment. Bentaleb et al. [18] presented an

SDN-enabled DASH architecture (SDNDASH) to maximise

per-client QoE by dynamically allocating network resources

and guide each client for the optimal bitrate level for the next

chunks to be downloaded. Petrangeli et al. proposed in [20]

an ABR algorithm for providing a fair distribution within a

multi-client setting. They deployed an in-network system of

coordination proxies to allocate the available resource fairly

between the clients. The in-network proxies estimate the

available bandwidth periodically and send the fair signal to the

clients, whereas clients perform the bitrate adaptation based

on the received signal. However, there is no consideration for

heterogeneity among different users.

Georgopoulos et al. [19] proposed an OpenFlow-assisted

QoE Fairness Framework (QFF) that leverages the OpenFlow

to provide a fair-QoE among heterogeneous users. QFF is

composed of a set of components, including utility and optimi-

sation functions. The utility function (UF) is set to provide a

model that maps the bitrate of a video at a particular resolution

and the QoE perceived by the user. The Optimisation Function

(OF) uses the models provided by the UF to find the optimum

set of bitrates that ensures QoE fairness across all DASH

players in the network. However, the utility function of QFF

does not consider the buffer level occupancy, which could lead

to buffer starvation. Further, this approach cannot be deployed

within encrypted video streaming.

Another approach named Oboe has been presented by

Zahaib et al. [21], in which the heuristic-specific parameters

can be tuned in a real-time to meet the current network

2
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conditions. Oboe is based on a pre-computed ConfMap to

find the best configurations for a given ABR algorithm. The

experimental results showed that Oboe significantly improved

the client based adaptation approaches like BOLA [12] and

FastMPC [22].

Most of the aforementioned works either optimise the

adaptation decision locally or move the decision logic to an

additional entity. With purely client based HAS applications,

the distributed per-client based optimisation might results in an

unfair QoE allocation among the involved clients. On the other

hand, moving the adaptation decision to a specific element

results in harming the principle of HAS at the end player

based decision and generating scalability issues due to the

deployment of such an approach leads to severe overhead.

Overall, it is essential to introduce a hybrid guidance approach

that provides guidance to the client without moving the whole

control logic to an additional entity nor relying purely on the

client side decision.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

BBGDASH’s architecture leverages the features and capa-

bilities of SDN to dynamically manage the available resources

among users in a way that provides a fair QoE allocation

among users. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed solution

consists of three layers, namely, the application layer, the

control layer, and the infrastructure layer. Several functional

entities and communication interfaces are distributed within

the three layers. A detailed design of BBGDASHs architecture

will be discussed in the remainder of this section.

A. Application Layer

This layer is composed of three entities, namely, the DASH

server, the DASH player and the SDN-based DASH agent.

1) DASH Server: HTTP server hosting video content en-

coded with different bitrate levels and segmented into small

chunks. For each video, we provide an objective quality

measurement based on the VQM metric [23], which is used

as a reference for measuring the perceived quality.

2) DASH Player: dash.js reference player need to be mod-

ified to implement the proposed hybrid guidance mechanism.

Upon the reception of the MPD file, the DASH player extracts

the quality related parameters together with the detected screen

resolution and sends them to the DASH manager to define

the maximum and the minimum boundary bitrate levels for

each user. Each user has a local ABR algorithm as described

in Section II. The local ABR algorithm is based on the

received signal from the DASH manager for identifying the

range of the bitrate levels that can be requested. Besides the

streaming service of the DASH player, it also measures the

application level Key Quality Indicators (KQI) and stores the

results of the probe in a shared database to be accessed by both

network and service providers. The collected KQIs include

the average bitrate, initial buffering time, number of stalling,

stalling duration, along with the number and amplitude of

quality switching. The initial buffering time represents the time

difference between the video requesting time and the video

playback time. The number of stalling is the number of times

when user experience playback pauses due to buffer overdraw,

while stalling duration is counted as the time consumed during

the stalling event. The number of quality switching represents

the number of times the user experiences quality level changes.
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Fig. 1: BBGDASH Architecture

3) SDN-Based DASH Agent: This agent is implemented

on top of the control plane, which consists of five mod-

ules, namely DASH manager, bandwidth estimation, QoE

estimation, database, and policy enforcer. In the following,

we describe the details of each module:

DASH manager: This module is aware of the active DASH

flows and the available bandwidth through the interaction with

other modules in this plane. It is based on the proposed

algorithm for allocating the network resources and guiding

DASH players for defining the boundary levels of the re-

quested bitrate.

Bandwidth Monitor: An accurate bandwidth estimation is

a strict prerequisite for computing the optimal boundary bitrate

levels that maximise the perceived quality and the network

resources while ensuring fairness. This module calculates the

available bandwidth through probing the network statistics at

the infrastructure layer.

QoE Monitor: This module estimates the perceived QoE

at the end player by considering the four main QoE metrics:

received bitrate, initial delay, stalling and video bitrate switch-

ing.

Database Module: This module stores the perceived QoE

metrics, configuration parameters, estimated bandwidth, and

the specifications of the active DASH flows. Further, it acts as

an interface between the database engine and the other module

of the SDN-based agent. It offers the DASH manager module

periodically with the required parameters such as number

of players, available bandwidth, and the specification of the

requested videos, which are used as inputs to calculate the

suitable bitrate ranges.

3
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Policy Enforcement: Based on the output of the proposed

algorithm, the policy enforcement module applies the actions

on the network and application levels. The network level action

is implemented through the SDN controller in the way of

network resource slicing, while the application level actions

can be applied through sending the recommended maximum

and minimum bitrate levels (i.e. bitrate range) for each DASH

player.

B. Control Layer

This layer represents the central network component that

bounds the application layer to the infrastructure layer. Further,

it is designed to offer a set of QoE-related services to the

application layer through a northbound application program-

ming interface such as RESTful [24]. It further provides access

to the forwarding devices on the infrastructure layer via a

southbound protocol, such as OpenFlow [25] to perform the

desired network-level actions.

C. Infrastructure Layer

This layer represents the set of OpenFlow-enabled forward-

ing devices, such as switches and routers. These devices are

responsible for packet forwarding and allocating the resources

based on the SDN controller policies. In this paper, we used

Open VSwitch (OVS) which acts as the forwarding devices of

the proposed architecture.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND ALGORITHM

DESCRIPTION

At each time t, most existing ABR algorithms aim to

address the resource provisioning problem for N concurrent

players that access a shared bottleneck link with a limited

bandwidth of BW . This requires a potential maximum band-

width BWmax > BW to allow each player pi ∈ P (P denotes

the set of players) to stream with the maximum bitrate level

l
Mpi
pi ∈ Lvpi of the requested video vpi

∈ V , such that:

N∑
i=1

l
Mpi
pi > BW, ∀pi ∈ P, i = [1, . . . , N ] (1)

Where V is the set of videos stored in the DASH server, Lvpi

is the set of bitrate levels of video vpi
requested by player pi.

We assume that each player pi ∈ P has a specific device res-

olution rpi
, and may request a video vpi

∈ V that is encoded

in a distinct number of bitrate levels Mpi, i = [1, . . . , N ],

whereas each bitrate level is represented by ljpi
∈ Lvpi , j =

[1, . . . ,Mpi
], we have:

N∑
i=1

Mpi

N ×Mpi

�= 1,

N∑
i=1

l
Mpi
pi

N × l
Mpi
pi

�= 1, ∀pi ∈ P, i = [1, . . . , N ] (2)

In this context, enforcing the same bitrate allocation for all

users may result in an unfair distribution and inefficient of

both QoE and network resources allocation. In order to meet

the user QoE requirements and achieve a high level of fairness

among the users that request different videos 1, we develop a

1In terms of video type, number of bitrate levels and content resolutions.

network-assisted approach based on the concept of max-min

fairness.

In our approach, the system is modeled as undirected graph

G = (X,Y ), where X represents the set of nodes x and Y

is the set of links y between the nodes. The set of nodes

in the proposed architecture includes a number of subsets,

encompassing DASH players P , DASH server S, forwarding

devices F , and the SDN controller A. Each player pi ∈ P

has at least one link y ∈ Y connecting it to the access node

f ∈ F . As the first assumption that the network has only one

bottleneck in the access network with total capacity of BW

at time t. At any time t, each player pi requires BWpi
∈ R+

to stream a video vpi
with a bitrate level equal to ljpi

∈ Lvpi .

Furthermore, the total bandwidth allocated to all players must

not exceed the total capacity BW of the shared link, as the

following:

N∑
i=1

BWpi
≤ BW, ∀pi ∈ P, i = [1, . . . , N ] (3)

The main objective is to maximise the minimum bitrate

among users. The objective function f is described as follows:

f =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max
(
min

l
j
pi

∈L
vpi

)

s.t
∑N

i=1
BWpi

≤ BW,

BWpi ≥ 0, ljpi
∈ Lvpi

∀pi ∈ P, i = [1, . . . , N ], j = [1, . . . ,Mpi
]

(4)

To solve the objective function (Eq. 4), we used a dynamic

programming based Algorithm (Bitrate Selection Algorithm 1)

to calculate the optimal boundary range for the maximum

and minimum bitrate levels for each player. The proposed

algorithm is based on the fact that different players having

different requirements may request videos with heterogeneous

representation levels, therefore dividing the available band-

width equally among different users result with unfair and

inefficient resource allocation, and thus, a bad QoE distribution

among them.

The algorithm starts with initialising the input variables

including N , Lvpi , BW , Cl, Nclk , l
opt
clk

, and α , which are

defined with other corresponding notations in table 1. In (line

1), the algorithm computes the scaling factor Sf for each

cluster clk ∈ CL , since each cluster includes a set of players

having the same screen resolution rclk . Based on the computed

Sf , the algorithm computes the initial optimal bitrate level

l
ini,pi

clk
for each player pi in cluster clk (lines 2-3). Next, for

each player pi within cluster clk, the algorithm finds lσpi
as

the higher bitrate level less than or equal to l
ini,pi

clk
to be

stored in V1 lines (4-7). Lines (8-15) compute the required

bandwidth for each player to stream with the next bitrate

lσ+1
pi

. The amount of remaining bandwidth BW left from the

initial allocation is calculated in line (16). Lines (17-23) fairly

redistribute the remaining bandwidth among players in a way

that insures a fair QoE distribution and efficient resource

utilisation. Based on the value of α the algorithm defines

the lower bound for the selected bitrates in lines (24-25).

4
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TABLE I: Notation and Symbols Description.

Symbol Descriptions

N Total Number of DASH players

Cl
Set of clusters clk, k = [1, . . . , Z] of specific screen
resolution rclk

Nclk
Number of DASH players in cluster clk

l
ini,pi
clk

Initial bitrate selection for player pi in cluster clk

l
opt
clk

Optimal bitrate for cluster clk

Sf Scaling factor

BW The total capacity of the bottleneck link at time t

BWpi The bandwidth consumed by player pi

BW left The remaining bandwidth after the first allocation

Lvpi
The complete set of bitrate levels [l1pi : l

Mpi
pi ] of video vpi

requested by player pi

l
diff
pi

The difference between the current bitrate level and the
next level of the video vpi requested by player pi

V1 Maximum allowed bitrate set for the players

V2 Minimum allowed bitrate set for the players

α The difference between max. and min. selected bitrates

The algorithm ends with sending the minimum and maximum

bitrate level for each player.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The SDN architecture proposed in Section III was imple-

mented in a testbed environment in order to evaluate the

performance of BBGDASH. In this section, we explain the

testbed and methodology used for the experiment.

A. Evaluation Testbed

The set of experiments were conducted on the proposed

SDN-based solution, which was implemented on three virtual

machines (VMs) running Linux (Ubuntu V16.04 LTS) as

shown in Figure 2. Our testbed is divided into three planes:

data plane, control plane, and application plane. The data

plane is implemented on Mininet2 V2.3 network emulator and

it consists of nine DASH players (U1, U2,.., U9) and two

OpenFlow switches. The control plane is implemented using

Ryu SDN controller [26] and employs the OpenFlow v1.3

protocol as the southbound interface to apply the required QoS

configurations and to pull network statistics periodically. Also,

RESTful API is used as the northbound interface to provide

communication between the Ryu controller and the application

plane which hosts dash.js [27] based players running on

Google-Chrome. In addition, we attached an Apache server to

the Mininet network to provide the video access for the DASH

players. Furthermore, in order to provide different content

in the video server, we used Big Buck Bunny video with

600 seconds long and encoded using FFmpeg at 4 different

resolutions (360p, 480p, 720p, and 1080p) with varying bitrate

representations, then each bitrate has segmented into set of 6

seconds chunk using GPAC MP4Box [28].

We used the sflow agent deployed in the OpenVSwitch

(OVS) to estimate the available bandwidth. At the client side,

2http://mininet.org/

Algorithm 1 Bitrate Selection Algorithm

Input: N,Lvpi , BW , Cl, Nclk , l
opt
clk

, α

1: CALCULATE Sf ← BW∑
Z
k=1

Nclk
∗ l

opt

clk

2: for each cluster clk ∈ Cl do

3: l
ini,pi

Clk
← l

opt
clk

∗ Sf

4: for each cluster clk ∈ Cl do

5: for each player pi ∈ P do

6: FINDMAX(lσpi
∈ Lvpi ) | lσpi

≤ l
ini,pi

Clk
7: INSERT(lσpi

) into V1[]

8: for each player pi ∈ P do

9: if lσpi
�= l

Mpi
pi then

10: FIND(lσ+1
pi

)
11: ldiffpi

= (lσ+1
pi

)− (lσpi
)

12: else

13: lσ+1
pi

= ∞

14: INSERT(lσ+1
pi

) into V2[]
15: INSERT(ldiffpi

) into V3[]

16: CALCULATE(BW left) =
∑N

i=1
l
ini,pi

Clk
− lσpi

17: SORT(V 1)
18: while BW left ≥ MIN(V3) do

19: for each l ∈ V1 do

20: if V3[l] ≤ BW left and V2[l] �= ∞ then

21: V1[l] = V2[l]
22: BW left = BW left − V3[l]
23: else CONTINUE()

24: for each l ∈ V1 do

25: V2[l] = V1[l]− α

26: RETURN(V1, V2)

the dash.js player [27], was extended by building an HTTP

communication channel with the database server (MySQL

V5.7) to report the KQIs and the content information in a real

time manner. Further, the database server provides an access

for the SDN applications to inquire the QoE related parameters

and configure the available network resources based on the

acquired information.

B. Experiment Design

The implemented testbed was used to provide an access

for nine DASH players that are sharing a common access

network for streaming the video. This replicates the scenario of

a moderate congested residential network with multiple users

aiming to stream videos concurrently [29]. In this scenario,

the first three DASH players are requesting a video encoded

at 8 bitrate levels L1 = {128, 255, 320, 500, 780, 1000, 1200,

1460} Kbps, the second three players are requesting a video

encoded at 13 bitrate levels L2 = {128, 255, 320, 500, 780,

1000, 1200, 1460, 2000, 2400, 2900, 3300, 3800} Kbps, while

the rest of players are requesting a video encoded into 11

bitrate levels L3 = {128, 217, 373, 573, 779, 1200, 1460,

2000, 2900, 3500, 3800} Kbps.The bitrate levels were selected

based on the DASH dataset [30]. In order to create a shared

5
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Fig. 2: Experimental Testbed

bottleneck between players, the link between OVS1-OVS2 has

been shaped to 21 Mbps using tc tool for bandwidth shaping.

The evaluation included a set of four experiments.

First Experiment: The goal of the first experiment was to

evaluate the stability of the received video and the efficiency

of utilising the available resources when nine DASH players

stream video without application/network-assistance. In this

experiment, each player relies only on the local ABR algorithm

to adapt the quality of the received video to the network

condition and playback buffer occupancy.

Second Experiment: The second experiment replicates the

work of Kleinrouweler et al. [17], which enabled an appli-

cation/network assistance approach to provide a stable video

delivery. The purpose of the second experiment is to show the

feasibility of allocating the available resources equally without

considering device or video specifications.

Third Experiment: In the third experiment, the proposed

network assistance approach for the DASH streaming was

applied to provide each player with maximum allowed bitrate

level that is calculated based on the current mix of clients

and network conditions. This experiment investigates how the

proposed solution can outperform the first and the second

approaches when different players request videos with varying

bitrate representations. This experiment also discloses the

efficiency of guiding DASH players with only the maximum

allowed bitrate level and without bounding the requested

bitrate levels.

Fourth Experiment: A novel bitrate guidance approach was

investigated in the fourth experiment, in which each player

receives the maximum and the minimum allowed bitrate levels

that define a range of the requested bitrate. The aim of this

experiment is to investigate whether bounding the interval of

bitrate values can have additional benefits in comparison with

specifying only the upper boundary.

In order to compare the performance of four approaches, we

adopted a set of metrics [31] [32] [22] [33] for measuring the

stability of the received video, the efficiency of utilising the

available resources, the perceived QoE, and the fairness level

among different players. For the purpose of investigating the

stability of the received video, the number and the amplitude

of the bitrate switching [31] were used as performance metrics.

The Underutilisation index metric, as introduced in [32], was

adopted for measuring the efficiency of the proposed approach

for utilising the available network resources, whereas zero

closed value of that index represents an efficient utilisation

for the available resources. The received QoE was calculated

using the model presented in [22], which based on the four

main QoE metrics (i.e. average bitrate, bitrate switching, video

stalling, initial delay) for calculating the perceived QoE. To

provide a standard measurement for QoE, we normalised the

results of QoE model by dividing them over the optimal QoE

value that can be perceived under the best conditions. Further,

Max ratio [33] was used in our evaluation to examine the

fairness level among player.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section shows the potential of the proposed solution

by comparing the obtained results from the four experiments.

The evaluation starts with comparing the average bitrate of

all users. Figure 3a demonstrates the stability of the received

video in term of average bitrate for the different approaches.

As the figure shows, without application/network assistance it

is not efficient to provide a stable video delivery when multiple

players share a common bottleneck. This inefficiency comes

from the fact that local ABR algorithms adapt their quality in

a selfish way, trying to stream using the highest video quality.

This greedy behaviour results in frequently switching to the

lowest bitrate level to avoid stalling. Applying the applica-

tion/network assistance approach of Kleinrouweler et al. [17]

for guiding the users to identify the maximum allowed bitrate

level results with boosting the bitrate level of the streamed

video. Figure 3a shows that the median bitrate level of all users

went up from 1462 Kbps without assistance to 2079 Kbps with

the equally allocated upper bound guidance [17]. However, as

the different players may have different characteristics (i.e.

screen resolution) and they may request videos with varying

bitrate representations. Therefore, treating the users equally

based on Kleinrouweler et al. [17] approach could lead

to inefficient resources allocation and poor QoE distribution

among different players. Figure 3a depicts the gain of applying

the proposed algorithm based on the upper bound guidance

(BBGDASH1/0) in term of maximising the received bitrate.

Albeit the upper bound guidance approaches seem to im-

prove the stability and the quality of the received video via

guiding each player to find the maximum allowed bitrate level

that should be requested, there is no guarantee for the players

that they can actually reach the recommended bitrate. Figure

3a reveals that based on the upper bound guidance approaches

the average bitrate for all players is less than the recommended

bitrate by the agent. Further, Figure3b indicates that some

players still experience bitrate switching despite deploying the
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(b) Number of Switching.
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(d) Underutilisation Index.
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(f) Fairness Level.

Fig. 3: Experimental Results in Four Experiments.

guidance approach. This leads to the conclusion that sending

only the maximum allowed bitrate level is not always efficient

to achieve a stable video delivery and efficient resources

utilisation. In order to cope with this issue, we adjust the bitrate

guidance scheme by sending minimum and maximum bounds

that should be requested. Figure3a also shows that BBGDASH

1/1 boosts the bitrate level of the received video to (M = 2900

kbps), compared to (M = 1462 kbps) with the upper bound

bitrate guidance.

Regarding the stability of the delivered video, Figures 3b

and Figure 3c show the stability of the received video for the

four approaches in terms of the number and the amplitude

of the bitrate switches respectively. In Figure3b, the guidance

based approaches outperform the unassisted dash.js in terms

of stability. The total number of switching drops from 240 to

130 for equal allocation upper bound based guidance and to

110 for the BBGDASH 1/0. While BBGDASH 1/1 provides

more stability by reducing the number of switching to 30.

Likewise, the amplitude of bitrate switching has another effect

on the user experience, as a switching event with a low

amplitude has a negligible impact on degrading the user’s

watching experience. Figure 3c compares the amplitude of

bitrate switching for the four approaches. It is clear that

(BBGDASH 1/1) can reduce the amplitude of the switching,

as the player should not switch to a bitrate level less than the

minimum allowed bitrate level while the buffer level is more

than minimum threshold. Figure 3c shows that the maximum

switching amplitude value of BBGDASH 1/1 has the value of

2, compared to 12 for the upper bound guidance and 18 for

the unassisted dash.js.

Resource utilisation for the different approaches is measured

based on the underutilisation index. Figure 3d, depicts the

value of the underutilisation index for the examined ap-

proaches. It is clear that the BBGDASH 1/1 outperforms other

approaches in term of utilising the available resources with a

low value of the underutilisation index equal to (M = 0.002). In

contrast with other approaches performed inefficient resource

utilisation with a high value of underutilisation index equal to

(M = 0.36) for unassisted dash.js, (M = 0.23) for the upper-

bound assisted dash.js, and (M = 0.2) for BBGDASH 1/0.

The main objective of BBGDASH is to provide a scalable

solution to fairly maximised the perceived QoE and efficiently

utilise the available resources. As the video contents are

available in the CDN with varied maximum levels, therefore

equally QoE allocation is not always efficient. For this regard,

Figure3e, and 3f demonstrate the evaluation of the proposed

approach against others in term of perceived Normalised-QoE

and the distributed fairness among the different DASH players.

As depicted in Figure3e, deploying BBGDASH 1/1 result with

boosting the average perceived QoE to 0.72 from 0.34, 0.4, and

0.39 with dash.js, Equal, and BBGDASH 1/0 respectively. This

value however represents the median QoE level among the

different players requesting videos with disparate maximum

bitrate levels as depicted in section V .
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A similar improvement is also visible when comparing the

achieved fairness within the compared approaches, as shown in

Figure3f . It reveals that BBGDASH 1/1 increased the average

value of the achieved fairness to 2.3 compared to 1.4, 1.7,

and 1.8 for dash.js, Equal, and BBGDASH 1/0 respectively.

The main reason behind this improvement is BBGDASH 1/1

utilises the remaining bandwidth for boosting the quality of

other players and bound the range of the requested bitrate

levels, which ends with maximising the allocating QoE among

players.

VII. CONCLUSION

When using HTTP adaptive streaming, client-driven HAS

applications optimise the adaptation decision locally without

coordination between each other, which may result with an

unfair QoE among the existing clients. Solutions like QoE

centric approaches may harm the principle of HAS and gen-

erate scalability issues [32], as adaptation decision is moved

to a specific element. To overcome the specific limitations of

each approach, we introduce a hybrid guidance mechanism

that provides guidance to the client without moving the whole

control logic to an additional entity nor relying purely on the

client side decision. Results for experimental evaluation of a

video streaming scenario with nine DASH players using a

proof-of-concept implementation show the potential of the pro-

posed approach compared to existing client and network-based

solutions. In this specific scenario, BBGDASH outperforms

the other solutions and increases network resource utilisation

up to 36%, and QoE up to 38% compared to the mentioned

approaches.
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